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 I 

ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

 

The first of June 1996 a tax on natural gravel was introduced in Sweden. Denmark has 

since January 1990 a tax on raw materials that includes natural gravel and crushed rock. 

Both taxes have the purpose to increase competitiveness for alternative materials and 

consequently reduce the use of the taxed materials. The main purpose of this thesis was to, 

from an economic efficiency point of view; compare the existing taxes in Sweden and 

Denmark to what is theoretically optimal and evaluate the efficiency for the both taxes. The 

external costs from extraction of the natural gravel and the raw materials are not estimated 

and consequently it is not evaluated whether the taxes are socially optimal or not. The taxes 

were compared with theory about environmental taxes, considering if they are economic 

efficient regarding costs and administration. To see how the taxes have affected the use of 

materials, secondary data about the production was used. The conclusion drawn was that 

both taxes influence behavior and are relatively cost efficient. Since the external effect can 

vary in different regions, both taxes could become more efficient by taking regional 

differences in consideration. The Danish tax could increase the efficiency by taxing exports 

and removing the tax on imports, and by taxing the different raw materials individually. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

 

 

 

 

Första juni 1996 introducerades en skatt på naturgrus i Sverige. Danmark har sedan januari 

1990 en skatt på råvaror vilken innefattar naturgrus och krossat berg. Båda dessa skatter har 

till syfte att öka konkurrenskraften för alternativa material och därmed minska 

användningen av de beskattade materialen. Huvudsyftet med denna uppsats var att, utifrån 

ett ekonomiskt effektivitetsperspektiv, jämföra de existerande skatterna i Sverige och 

Danmark med vad som är teoretiskt optimalt och utvärdera effektiviteten för de båda 

skatterna. De externa kostnaderna från utvinning av naturgrus och råmaterial är inte 

uppskattade och det bedöms därmed inte om skatterna är socialt optimala eller inte. 

Skatterna jämfördes med teori om miljöskatter med hänsyn till om de är ekonomiskt 

effektiva när det gäller kostnader och administration. För att se hur skatterna påverkat 

materialanvändningen har sekundära data om produktionen används. Slutsatsen som drogs 

var att båda skatterna förändrar beteenden och är relativt kostnadseffektiva. Eftersom de 

externa effekterna varierar i olika regioner skulle båda skatterna kunna bli mer effektiva 

genom att ta hänsyn till regionala olikheter. Den danska skatten skulle kunna öka 

effektiviteten genom att beskatta export och inte import, och genom att beskatta de olika 

råmaterialen individuellt. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

This chapter will give a background to the problem, which this thesis will discuss and 

present the purpose, scope and method. Earlier research of the subject is discussed and 

an outline for the thesis is presented. 

 

1.1 Background 

It is commonly known that the world is facing extensive environmental problems in 

various forms. Climate changes, deforesting, acidification and impoverishment of 

resources are some of the serious environmental problems we are facing. (Axelsson, 

1995) EU, OECD, UN, political parties, environmental experts and economists are 

suggesting economic instruments as one mean of control to solve the environmental 

problems. Environmental taxes are one cost efficient economic instrument that can be 

used. In Sweden, the tax on environment and natural resources is low or even non-

existing. This implies that there is room to enlarge the tax base on environment and to 

reduce tax in other areas, which leads to less disturbance on the economy. (Ibid.) 

 

The Swedish assets of natural gravel were mainly formed during the melting of the 

inland ice and natural gravel is a typical example of a non-renewable raw material 

(SNV, 1997). The Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU) has calculated that the natural 

gravel in Sweden, with a production at the level of 1996, will run out in 20 years in 

about 40 municipalities. Calculations made by SGU conventionally only include quarry 

of gravel that are suitable to extract from an environmental point of view and from 

production reasons. The occurrence of natural gravel is in many parts of the country an 

important part in providing clean drinking water as well as an important part of the 

landscape, the latter in form of for instance gravel ridges. (SNV, 2000) 

 

Tax on natural gravel is one tax on raw material in Sweden and it was introduced in 

1996. The Swedish government taxes both domestic use and exports, but there is no tax 

on imports of natural gravel. The aim is to conserve the stock and reduce the price gap 
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between natural gravel and its closest substitute crushed rock. Natural gravel can also be 

substituted with moraine, excavated material, recycled construction waste and recycled 

asphalt. In Denmark a new tax on raw materials was taken into practice in 1990, where 

natural gravel and crushed rock is part of the tax base and the aim of recycling and 

recovery is more clarified. The Danish government does not tax exports but tax is levied 

on imports and domestic use, this is an attempt to deal with competitive issues from 

countries that lack similar taxation. (Lindgren, 2003) 

 

Sweden and Denmark have different systems on how to tax natural gravel. This thesis 

will present both systems for taxation and describe the differences between them and 

evaluate which model for taxation that is more cost- and administrative efficient. The 

study will also look at how well the taxes fulfill their purposes as well as how the 

substitution from natural gravel seems to be affected. How would the economically 

optimal taxation on natural resources look? 

 

1.2 Purpose 

The main purpose of this thesis is to present and compare the economical efficiency of 

the tax on natural gravel in Sweden and the tax on raw materials in Denmark. The study 

will compare the tax in both countries to theoretically optimal taxation. Secondly the 

study will look at the use of natural gravel and raw materials and its substitutes between 

1980 until today, to see if the two taxes fulfill their purposes. 

 

1.3 Scope 

This thesis will only look at the theoretically aspects of the tax and not the actual costs. 

It is not estimated how individuals and society value the external costs from extraction 

of natural gravel and raw materials. Consequently it cannot be known if the taxes are 

socially optimal. The purpose is not to evaluate how well the tax reflects the external 

effects only to compare the existing tax with what is administrative- and cost efficient. 

The data used in the thesis will be from 1984-2001. Some data could not be found for 

all of these years and in those cases the available data has been used. 

 

1.4 Method 

The study is a case study of the existing tax on natural gravel in Sweden and the 

existing tax on raw materials in Denmark and it is a qualitative study. To begin with, a 
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presentation of the taxes in both countries was made, information origin primarily from 

reports and databases of environmental protection agencies and other governmental 

bodies. To be able to see if the taxes have affected the use of materials in Sweden and 

Denmark secondary data about the taxes and use of natural gravel, raw materials and its 

substitutes was found in databases and previous research. 

 

A theoretical review of literature about environmental taxes and in particular tax on 

natural resources was made to provide a theoretical framework. Then the actual taxes 

were compared to the theory of environmental taxes to find out how well they 

correspond when it comes to for instance cost efficiency and administrative efficiency. 

Michael Lundsten from Kallax Betong & Grus, one Swedish supplier of natural gravel, 

was also interviewed about their opinion about the tax, what differences it has made for 

them and how they feel it has affected them. The purpose of the interview was to look at 

the actual effect of the tax for those who pay it and how they experience it. 

 

1.5 Earlier Research 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) and other governmental 

departments have made several reports and evaluations of the Swedish tax on natural 

gravel. For instance, SEPA1 2000:5077 had the purpose to examine how big the effect 

on use of natural gravel has been and how high the adjustment costs have been. The 

report concludes that the tax is efficient in affecting the use of natural gravel and 

encourages higher economizing of the material. The adjustment cost for the tax on 

natural gravel is some ten million Swedish crowns (SEK) per year. 

 

A report from the Ministry of Finance2 (2003) analyzes if the tax meets its goals and the 

consequences from the tax, in order to evaluate if a further tax raise is needed to reach 

the goal of using less than 12 million ton natural gravel in year 2010. The report 

concludes that the tax has had some effect and that the continuous decrease in the use of 

natural gravel probably will continue and the goal should be reached. There appeared no 

indications that a further tax raise, for the present, would be motivated to reach the goal. 

 

                                                 
1 Svenska Naturvårdsverket, SNV. 
2 Finansdepartementet 
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Much of the earlier research about tax on natural resources concerns different problems 

with pricing non-renewable resources. An article by Bruvoll (1998) is based on an 

equilibrium model and shows that there is a large margin for the possible benefits from 

taxes on virgin materials. Bruvoll argues that the current market prices lead to overuse 

of natural resources since it does not include the impacts it has on the environment. A 

tax would correct this market failure and help to find the optimal level of extraction. 

The article points out that a tax gives incentives for increased use of recycled materials 

and improves the efficiency of the market. This because the present relative prices 

between virgin materials and other inputs encourage inefficient allocation of resources. 

 

Tiemsta (2002) discusses different opinions for and against recycling in general. Those 

who argue for recycling mean that resources are saved, mainly natural- and 

environmental resources. Skeptics argue that some resources are saved while others are 

used in the recycling process, and that it is important to take the value of the used 

resources in consideration. Tiemsta also bring up the difficulties with pricing resources 

and concludes that recycling should be complemented by taxes on virgin materials since 

they make price reflect the environmental costs connected with production and use of 

them. Also Pellet (1993) points out that recycling should be combined by taxes on 

virgin materials. This because taxes is a more direct way of affecting the market for 

recycling and the solid waste problem then just concentrating on increasing the 

recycling, and tax on virgin materials make recycling more competitive. 

 

None of the reports about the Swedish tax on natural gravel have had the purpose to 

evaluate the economic efficiency of the tax, which will be made in this thesis. Instead 

they are more concerned about how the political goals are reached.  

 

1.6 Outline 

This thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter describes the Swedish tax on 

natural gravel and the Danish tax on raw materials. Chapter 3 presents how the material 

use has changed in Denmark and Sweden and if the taxes have fulfilled their purposes. 

In the fourth chapter the theory behind environmental taxes is explained and the fifth 

chapter analyzes if the Swedish and Danish tax are corresponding to the theory. Finally, 

in chapter 6, some concluding remarks are drawn. 
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Chapter 2 

THE SWEDISH TAX ON NATURAL GRAVEL AND  

THE DANISH TAX ON RAW MATERIALS 

 

 

 

 

This chapter will provide the reader with a description of the Swedish tax on natural 

gravel and the Danish tax on raw materials. It is explained how the taxes are designed 

and for how long they have existed. 

 

2.1 The Swedish Tax on Natural Gravel 

Regional inventory of natural gravel and alternative materials has been in process in 

Sweden since 1983 after a parliamentary resolution in December 1982. SEPA has had 

the central responsibility while the practical part was placed on the County 

Administrative Board. The purpose of the inventory was primarily to get basic data for a 

better economizing with material assets and non-renewable natural resources. During 

the inventory it became more interesting to map the existence of alternative materials, 

primarily rock that is suitable for producing crushed material. This was mainly because 

the growing scarcity of natural gravel in the south and middle parts of Sweden. 

Purchasers also sharpened their demand for high and steady material quality; tailor 

made for the intended use and this has also contributed to the interest toward crushed 

rock. Demand on natural gravel and alternative material is to a great extent directed by 

the development that is actualized in communal plans, such as roads, housing areas and 

industrial areas. (SNV, 1997) 

 

In 1995 the Swedish extractors that got permission to extract crushed rock and natural 

gravel paid 0.26 SEK per ton in charge. The charge was paid in connection to when the 

firms got the permission of a certain quantity in ton under a period of a certain number 

of years. Since it was a charge and not a tax the idea was to use the revenues in the same 

sector that was paying the tax. Some exploration was going on without permission 

because the penalty was so low compared to what one could earn on illegal quarrying 

activity. (Axelsson, 1995) Before the introduction of the Swedish tax on natural gravel, 

the tax level was discussed starting from the cost difference at 7-8 SEK per ton between 
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natural gravel and the closest substitute crushed rock. The tax level was finally set at 5 

SEK per ton. This level was chosen as a balance between effects from means of control 

and risk for early closedown of already active quarries. (SNV, 2000) 

 

The Swedish tax was taken into use first of July in 1996. The purpose of the tax is to 

increase competitiveness for alternative materials and consequently decrease extraction 

of natural gravel. (SNV, 2001) One goal for the tax is to reach the proportion 30/70 

between natural gravel and its substitutes, but there is no time limit for when it should 

be reached (SNV, 2000). One part of the goal is also that the use of recycled material 

should compose 15 percent of the total use of ballast before 2010. Another goal for the 

tax is that the consumption of natural gravel should be 12 million SEK at most in the 

year 2010. In the budget proposal for year 2003 the government suggested a tax rise 

from 5 SEK to 10 SEK, in order to reach higher environmental effect. The first of 

January 2003 the tax was raised to 10 SEK per ton extracted gravel. 

(Finansdepartementet, 2003) 

 

The Swedish tax does not include imports, only domestic use and exports. According to 

SEPA (SNV, 2001), tax on natural gravel should be paid to the state for extracted 

natural gravel if the extraction of the natural gravel: 

 

• Demands permission according to environmental law, 

• Takes place with support of permission that has been received according to 

environmental law and extraction takes place for other purpose than the landowners 

household use, or 

• Is conducted with support from right to quarry on others ground according to 38 § 

law of public roads 

 

Natural gravel is defined as naturally sorted earth materials, which mainly consists of 

sand, gravel, and cobble and boulder size fraction (Tema Nord, 2002). 

 

2.2 The Danish Tax on Raw Materials 

From 1977 to 1990 a tax on raw material extraction existed in Denmark at rates from 

0.35 DKK per m³ (1977-83) to 0.5 DKK per m³ (1983-1990) (Lindgren, 2003). A new 

tax on raw material in Denmark has been in legal force since January the first, 1990. 
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The tax is fixed at 5 Danish crowns (DKK) per m³ for extracted raw material. The 

Danish tax is levied on raw material that are commercially extracted and consumed in 

Denmark or commercially imported. Permission in accordance with the Act on Raw 

Materials is required. (Tema Nord, 2002) The main intention of the raw material tax 

from 1990 is to reduce the use of resources (Lindgren, 2003). 

 

According to a report from Tema Nord (2002), the raw material tax is levied on the 

following raw materials: 

 

• Stones, gravel, sand 

• Clay, limestone 

• Peat, top soil 

• And similar deposit 

 

Tax exemptions exist for: 

 

• Raw materials extracted for coastal projects to protect the beaches against erosive 

action 

• Sea floor materials which originate from maintenance and capital dredging projects 

and which are utilized as raw materials 

• Residual products and waste products which are extracted from already closed 

depots 

• Top soil and mould which are delivered without payment 

• Raw materials commercially extracted or imported by a business when the annual 

amount is less than 200 m³ of raw materials 

 

Since the tax rate is low and the elasticity of demand is thought to be inelastic, the 

effects on consumption of the tax are thought to be modest. If there is any effect, it is 

instead thought to be related to charges on waste management. These charges gives 

incentive to recycle and as much as 90 percent of all demolition material is today 

recycled in Denmark. (Ibid.) 
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The tax burdens are considered to be transferred from producers to end consumers with 

prices increasing between 3-33 percent depending on material. Tax costs, that are small 

in relative values, are thought to fall on end consumers, this since the end consumers are 

primarily construction and infrastructure, companies which demand is highly inelastic. 

When it comes to imports and exports the Danish tax is constructed so that imports are 

taxed, while no tax is levied on exports. The tax is designed that way to deal with 

competitive issues since many countries do not have similar taxation on raw material. 

(Ibid.) 

 

This chapter has described how the Swedish tax on natural gravel and the Danish tax on 

raw materials are designed. The following chapter will examine how the taxes have 

affected the use of materials in the both countries and if they have fulfilled their 

purposes. 
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Chapter 3 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE SWEDISH TAX ON NATURAL GRAVEL AND 

THE DANISH TAX ON RAW MATERIALS 

 

 

 

 

This chapter will present how the use of the taxed materials in Sweden and Denmark 

has changed over time. It will be evaluated if the taxes reach their purposes in affecting 

the use of natural gravel and raw materials. 

 

3.1 Data 

The data used in the study is mainly collected from different governmental bodies and 

could therefore be considered to be reliable. Because of the way the Danish registration 

system of extraction of raw materials is designed and divided between departments, it 

was difficult to find Danish data that were useful for this thesis. Consequently it gives a 

less thorough evaluation of the consequences from the tax in Denmark. It should be 

noted that Figure 3 is based on the author’s visual interpretation of another figure and 

consequently could be inexact. 

 

3.2 Has the Swedish Tax on Natural Gravel Fulfilled its Purpose? 

The purpose of the Swedish tax on natural gravel is to give incentives for the industry to 

use alternative materials, so that natural gravel will be substituted by crushed rock and 

other substitutes like recycled material and moraine. As shown in Figure 1 the trend for 

production of natural gravel has been decreasing while the production of crushed rock 

increases. 
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Figure 1: Deliveries of Aggregates in Sweden Distributed on Type of Material 
*) Others does mainly consist of crushed rock from among others separate crushing 
mills, scrap stone and excess stone from quarrying industry minerals and ornament 
stone 
Source: SGU (2002) The author’s own interpretation 
 
The trend of deliveries of natural gravel has been decreasing since 1989. Between 1995 

and 1996, when the tax was introduced, there was a major abatement in the production. 

In 1998 there was a raise in extraction but then it was declining again. The abatement of 

production of natural gravel began already before the tax was introduced and the 

production of natural gravel was exceeded by production of crushed rock already in 

1997; only one year after the tax was introduced. Since the trend of reduction started 

even before the tax was introduced it is hard to say how much the tax has influenced 

behavior and decreased the use of natural gravel. 

 

The trend for production of crushed rock has been increasing since 1984 with an 

exemption for 1992. Also in 1996 and 1997 were the deliveries of crushed rock abating 

in some extent. The production of moraine seems to have been more or less the same 

under the time period shown in the figure, around 2-3 million ton per year. It appears 

that production of others has increased somewhat over time but temporary declined in 

the beginning of the nineties and around 1996. 
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The declining trend both for natural gravel, crushed rock and other in the beginning of 

the nineties could be a result from the economic recession in that period. The fact that 

the production of crushed rock and others was rising from around 1993 and then 

declining again around 1996 could result from political measures used to stimulate the 

economy and that those were later removed. Even after the production of crushed rock 

and others started to increase and before the tax was introduced, the production of 

natural gravel was declining. This could be a symptom of the scarcity of natural gravel. 

The decrease of natural gravel before the tax introduction could also result from the 

discussion about a future tax. 

 

One goal with the tax on natural gravel is to reach the proportions 30/70 between 

natural gravel and its substitutes. The proportion has gone from 51.1/48.8 in 1995, 

before the tax was introduced, to 32.8/67.2 year 2001 as is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1:  
Proportions between Different Ballast Material in Percent 

Year Natural gravel Crushed rock and moraine Others 

1984 81.8 14.1 4.1 

1985 73.6 22.6 3.8 

1986 73.7 23.5 2.8 

1987 74.5 22.4 2.8 

1988 72.1 24.6 3.2 

1989 71.6 23.9 4.6 

1990 69.8 26.1 4 

1991 68.3 28.1 3.5 

1992 65.1 28.8 5.8 

1993 60.6 30.5 6.7 

1994 52.8 37.7 8.7 

1995 51.1 40.0 8.8 

1996 47.3 46.2 5.3 

1997 41.7 49.1 7.6 

1998 39.2 52.1 7.5 

1999 36.6 49.6 13.5 

2000 34.6 54.4 10.2 

2001 32.8 55.6 10.8 
Source: SGU (2002) 
  

This demonstrates that this goal is almost reached and probably will be reached in one 

or two years, especially if considering the tax rise in 2003. Another goal is that recycled 

materials should make up 15 percent of the total amount used materials. In a generous 
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interpretation others could be seen as recycled material. It could of course be questioned 

if this is a proper interpretation. However, if others are seen as recycled material the 

goal could be reachable. In 1995 the proportion of others was 8.8 percent and in 2001 it 

was 10.8 percent. SGU consider their knowledge about recycled materials and 

recyclable volumes too small to draw any conclusions about whether the goal at 15 

percent could be reached or not. They suggest that measures to ensure that recycled 

material is used in a higher grade should be taken into use. (Finansdepartementet, 2002) 

 

A third goal with the natural gravel tax is that the extraction of natural gravel should be 

less than 12 million ton in year 2010. The extraction has gone from 44.6 million ton in 

1995 to 23.4 million ton year 2001 (SGU, 2002). From 1996 to 2001, the proportion of 

natural gravel decreased faster than for the period 1984-1996, before the tax was 

introduced (Finansdepartementet, 2003). Assuming that the trend of natural gravel 

production continues and considering the tax rise to 10 SEK per ton in 2003, it should 

be possible to reach this goal until year 2010. The reduced price gap between natural 

gravel and its primary substitute crushed rock has increased the possibilities for 

substitution. According to SEPA the price on natural gravel was increased by 11 percent 

when the tax was introduced (SNV, 2000). The tax raise from 5 SEK per ton to 10 SEK 

per ton has reduced the price gap between natural gravel and crushed rock that was 7-8 

SEK before the tax was introduced. The tax raise is likely to intensify the price signals 

and increase the substitution even more. 

 

The tax on natural gravel has generated revenues as seen in Table 2. The expectation 

was that the tax revenues would be 130 million SEK when the share of natural gravel 

reaches 30 percent of total deliveries of aggregates (SOU, 1995). When the tax was set 

at 5 SEK per ton there was reason to believe that the revenues were going to be below 

130 million SEK since the share of natural gravel was 32.8 in 2001 and the revenues for 

the same year was only 114.1 million SEK. The tax rise to 10 SEK per ton could give 

the expected tax revenues depending on future level of production of natural gravel and 

its substitutes. 
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3.3 Has the Danish Tax on Raw Materials Fulfilled its Purpose? 

The main purpose of the Danish tax on raw materials introduced in 1990 is to decrease 

the use of raw material and to increase the substitution to recycled material. Sand, 

gravel and stone are one of the groups of materials on which the tax is levied. Figure 2 

shows that the trend of production for sand, gravel and stone has been almost parallel 

with the trend for the total extraction of raw materials.  
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Figure 2: Extraction of Raw Materials in Denmark 
Source: Statistikbanken, (2003) The author’s own interpretation 
 

Table 2: 
Revenues from Tax on Natural Gravel in 

Million SEK 

Year Amount 

1997 132.4 

1998 147.3 

1999 144.4 

2000 124.6 

2001 125.6 

2002 114.1 
Source: (RSV Ludvika, Markus Gränsmark, 
personal communication, 11th of December 
2003 & SNV 2000:5077) 
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The extraction was decreasing between 1989 and 1993 except from an increase in 1992. 

From 1994 the trend was increasing with a temporary abatement in 1996 and 1998. In 

1999 the trend turned and has been decreasing since then. 

 

As shown in Figure 3 the share of extraction of raw materials that are recycled has been 

around the same during the nineties. From 1994 until 2001 the share that is recycled has 

been between 6.4-7.3 percent of the total amount of extracted raw materials except from 

1999 when it was 5.1 percent. Since the figure starts from 1994 after the tax was 

introduced, it is difficult to say much about the tax effect on production. 
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Figure 3: Recycled Construction Material in Percent of Extracted Raw Materials 
Source: Sørensen (2003) The author’s own interpretation 
 
It is hard to tell how much the Danish tax on raw materials has influenced the behavior 

of substitution. When introducing the tax in 1990 the government expected the effects 

on consumption to be modest. However, as much as 90 percent of all demolition 

material is already recycled today (Tema Nord, 2002), unfortunately this source does 

not say anything about if the proportion of recycled material was different before the tax 

was introduced in 1990. In some way, the tax should increase the chances of 

substitution to recycled material by changing relative prices and giving price signals 

about resource scarcity. However, some materials may be difficult to substitute because 

the demand on high quality is high in construction work where raw material is an input. 
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The total extraction of raw materials was increasing between 1994 and 1999; at the 

same time the proportion of recycled material was more or less the same. This indicates 

that the quantity that was recycled was increasing during those years. In 1996 and from 

2000 until 2001 the total production of raw material decreased and the proportion of 

recycled material has been the highest in those years. This is probably a result from that 

the quantity of recycled material has been the same or increased, but the proportion 

increases because of the decrease in total extraction. Since 90 percent of the demolition 

material is already recycled today it can be difficult to increase the proportion without 

finding other sectors to recycle material from. 

 
In this chapter the effects from the Swedish tax on natural gravel and the Danish tax on 

raw materials has been described. The following chapter will explain the theory behind 

environmental taxes. 
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Chapter 4 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

 

 

This chapter will present the theoretical framework for the rest of the thesis. Theory 

about different types of environmental taxes, how they work and how the optimal 

taxation should be designed is presented. It will also explain why environmental taxes 

are used and what problems can occur when using them. 

 

Economies can be divided into two types, market economies or centrally planed 

economies. Many real economies are mixed systems, but market oriented economies 

have always been more common. (Turner, 1994) Economists have for generations 

thought that private markets are perfectly efficient on their own, under certain 

conditions and with no government interfering. This would mean that producers and 

consumers meet in the market place, engage in trade, and achieve the best price for the 

greatest number of producers and consumers that way. Economists call this maximum 

general welfare the social optimality of competitive markets. When looking at the 

conditions under which markets are social optimal it also becomes clear under which 

conditions they are not. If there are no public goods, no external effects, no monopoly 

buyers or sellers, no information problems, no transaction costs, no taxes, no common 

property or other distortions in the market, then private markets are efficient. Those 

conditions are restrictive and usually not found in the real world at the same time. The 

market does not solve all problems by itself; in the environmental territory perfectly 

functioning markets are rather an exception than a rule. Markets are generating incorrect 

price on environment and it might be necessary to correct this distortion. (Stavins, 2000) 

 

4.1 Why Regulate Markets? 

When dealing with environmental problems it is possible to use economic tools like 

environmental taxes and charges, or quantitative measures like permits and command 

and control systems. Depending on the shape of the companies’ marginal abatement 

cost and marginal damage functions, one of the policies may be preferred above the 

other. (Baumol & Oates, 1988) This thesis will focus on economic measures instead of 
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quantitative measures since the purpose of the study is to look at environmental taxes on 

natural gravel. 

 

The basic reason for introducing taxes in environmental policy is to include costs of 

using the environment, called externalities, into prices of the goods and services 

produced by economic activity (EEA, 1996). Externalities can be both negative and 

positive and may be explained as an unintended effect from one agent to another, 

without any payment from the exposed part in respect of beneficial effect, or 

compensation to the exposed part in respect of a harmful effect (Perman, 2003). When 

dealing with externalities in this study, it will only be in the context of negative 

externalities. When prices that producers and consumers pay do not include negative 

external costs, they encourage production above the level of economic efficiency for the 

economy as a whole by giving incorrect market signals. Those large distortions in the 

market encourage activities that are costly to society even if the private benefits are 

substantial. Use of environmental taxes tries to bring these external costs into prices, 

internalizing externalities, so that social and private costs are brought closer together. 

These higher prices allow the markets to work more efficiently than before. (EEA, 

1996) 

 

Externalities exist because of the nature of environmental public goods. Economic 

agents use clean air, clean water and natural resources without any regard for the impact 

on other economic agents, including future generations. Even when environmental taxes 

and charges are raised, they often do not fully internalize the cost of the externality. 

Where environmental costs are fully internalized into the price of a product or activity, 

reallocation of resources in the economy occurs according to fair and efficient prices. 

(OECD, 2001) The negative external effect for extraction of natural gravel is that the 

risk of harmful influences on ground and water increases when the natural layer of 

gravel is removed. Natural gravel is an important part in providing clean water and also 

important because of its nature- and cultural value in landscape. (Finansdepartementet, 

2003) It is difficult to estimate the economic value of externalities. In practice, there is 

usually little or no agreed data on the economic cost of externalities or their distribution. 

Because the lack in information about cost of externalities, policy makers often fix the 

rate of environmental tax at levels they believe will achieve their policy objectives. To 

fully bring costs into prices, these policy objectives can include encouraging greener 
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behavior and innovation, and increasing revenue. (EEA, 1996) This thesis is not 

estimating the external costs and it will not be evaluated whether the taxes are socially 

optimal or not. The existing taxes will be compared with what is theoretically 

administrative- and cost efficient. In chapter 4.5 and 4.6 the concept of administrative 

efficiency and cost efficiency will be described more thoroughly. 

 

4.2 Different Types of Environmental Taxes 

Policy instruments that relay their effect on financial incentives rather than regulation 

are often called economic instruments. The OECD survey Economic Instruments for 

Environmental Protection from 1989, distinguished between five categories of 

economic instruments: 1) taxes and charges, 2) subsidies, 3) deposit-refund systems, 4) 

market-creation, and 5) financial enforcement incentives. The survey identified taxes 

and charges as a major category of economic instrument in terms of impact and 

frequency of application. There are several ways to classify environmental taxes and 

charges. In this study they are distinguished according to their main objective into cost-

covering charges, incentive charges and fiscal environmental taxes. (EEA, 2000) 

Classifying by main intention helps with the evaluation of effectiveness. However, 

many taxes that were introduced without the environment in mind have an effect on 

environment anyway. Before considering new, environmentally related taxes it makes 

sense to see whether the environment can be improved by rationalizing the current tax 

and subsidy system. (EEA, 1996) 

 

4.2.1 Cost-Covering Charges 

The first category of environmental taxes came from the implementation of traditional 

regulatory environmental policy. Regulations cost money, and in accordance with the 

polluter pays principle, it seemed fair that those being regulated should pay the cost of 

regulation. The earliest experience of environmental taxes is that of cost-covering 

charges, where those using the environment contribute to or cover the cost of 

monitoring or controlling that use. Cost-covering charges can be of two types, user 

charges or earmarked charges. With user charges the charge is paid for a specific 

environmental service, while earmarked charges imply that the revenue from the 

charges is spent on related environmental purposes but not as a specific service to the 

charge-payer. (EEA, 2000) 
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4.2.2 Incentive Taxes 

Taxes that are introduced without any intention to raise revenue, purely with the 

intention of changing behavior may be called incentive taxes. The level of incentive 

taxes can be set according to estimates of the cost of the environmental damage or what 

price signal is needed to reach the environmental objectives. Revenues are often used to 

further encourage changes in behavior through grants or tax incentives. (EEA, 1996) 

 

4.2.3 Fiscal Environmental Taxes 

Fiscal environmental taxes are taxes designed mainly to significant raise revenues for 

government income. The tax system in general is designed to raise government income 

and as much as possible avoid economic distortion. The spending of the tax money is a 

matter of consensus and political debate and is usually unrelated to the tax system. 

These revenues may be used to finance budget deficits, or shift taxes away from income 

and towards environment. (Ibid.) 

 

4.3 How does Environmental Taxes Work? 

Economic instruments, like environmentally related taxes create direct price signals for 

producers and consumers. These instruments create higher relative price for polluting 

and damaging activities and products, which impact consumption decisions of 

consumers, including the choice between different activities and products. Economic 

instruments also give incentives for industry to reduce pollution and to restructure away 

from polluting production methods and from producing polluting products. (OECD, 

2001) Environmental taxes create incentives to avoid the tax by using, or generating, 

less of the taxed substance. Taxes will raise prices for the consumer who also gets an 

incentive to use less of the taxed product. Environmental taxes can be targeted directly 

on consumers or on producers but in both cases they affect both producers and 

consumers by changing behavior through changed relative prices. (EEA, 1996) 

 

The price is only one factor that determines economic behavior and therefore the 

success of an environmental tax in achieving behavior change depends on the particular 

market for the substance being taxed. Failure of behavior to respond to a price change, 

called inelastic demand, means that the tax either has to be huge in order to have an 

incentive effect, which then can reduce economic welfare by over-taxing some groups, 

or that other measures are needed to tackle the market resistance to change behavior. 
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This is why environmental taxes work best when they are part of a policy package that 

addresses to all the main aspects of a market and which allows a modest price signal 

from the tax to work well. However, it is very difficult to sort out the tax effects from 

the other elements in a policy package. (Ibid.) 

 

The model in Figure 4 shows the decrease in consumption when a tax is levied on the 

product, in this case natural gravel. 
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Figure 4: Equilibrium Model for Environmental Taxes 
Source: Turner, (1994) The author’s own interpretation 
 

Before the introduction of the tax on natural gravel, producers have the supply curve S0. 

This curve intersects the demand curve D at point E0, where the price is P0. This is the 

only point where the quantity producers want to sell (Q0) equals the quantity consumers 

want to buy, Q0. (Ibid.) 

 

If a tax t*, that correspond to the externalities, is levied on natural gravel, producers 

have to pay t* for every ton gravel extracted. The tax raise extraction costs for 

producers by the amount t* and they will only supply the same quantity Q0 if they 

receive a new higher price which is equal to the old price P0 plus the tax t*. The supply 

curve shifts to S1 where the supply quantity Q0 correspond to price P0 + t*. Producers 

first reaction is likely to be to try maintaining its existing output and profits by passing 

on the tax to consumers in form of higher prices while still supplying the same quantity 
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Q0, moving to E’. However, as producers raise prices consumers buy less natural gravel. 

If producers increased prices by the full amount of the tax, it would cause a very 

dramatic decrease in the amount consumers would buy. (Ibid.) 

 

Once the tax has made producers move from supply curve S0 to supply curve S1, the 

only equilibrium point where demand equals supply is that of E1, where price is P1 and 

quantity produced and sold falls to Q1. Although the price of the gravel has risen 

producers now have to pay the tax t* for every ton extracted, therefore they only 

actually receive the price P1 - t*. This is below the original price P0, which means that 

they get a fall in the marginal revenue they receive for each ton gravel, equal to the 

difference between P0 and P1 - t*. The differences represent the proportion of the tax, 

which producers pay on every ton extracted. Furthermore, the price raise has reduced 

sales from Q0 to Q1 so producers also lose earnings because of lower sales. (Ibid.) 

 

Since an environmental tax leads to an increase in price that consumer pay from P0 to 

P1, consumers pay the proportion P1 - P0 of the tax t*. This increase in price leads to a 

fall in the quantity demanded to Q1. The increase in price and decrease in consumption 

leads to a welfare loss to consumers. Even though the tax gives a loss to consumers and 

producers, it gives a gain to society. This since the tax includes the external cost of 

environment that nobody was paying for before the tax was introduced, and 

consequently was a cost for society. The proportion paid between producers and 

consumers will depend on the shape of the demand and supply curves for the product in 

question. (Ibid.) 

 

4.4 Optimal Taxation  

Complete elimination of environmental damage is in most cases, from a purely 

economic perspective, neither practicable nor desirable. A zero level is not the optimum 

level of environmental degradation since it would give a zero level of production. 

Figure 5 shows that two parts are involved when identifying the optimal level of 

degradation, the losers and the gainers, which have different interests. (Kula, 1992) 
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Marginal gain, marginal loss (SEK)  

 
  
 
 Gainer’s function Loser’s function 
 
 
 
 
     t*  E  
 
 
 
 
 
 Q 
 Scale of activity 
 
Figure 5: Gainers Function, Losers Function 
Source: Kula, (1992) The author’s own interpretation 
 

Gainers are those who benefit from the industrial activity, like wage earners and profit 

takers in the industry. Losers are the public that suffers from the external effects 

generated by the industry. Where gainer’s function of marginal gain and scale of 

activity equal the loser’s function of marginal loss and scale of activity, E in the figure, 

the optimal level of degradation is identified and industrial activity should be at Q and 

the tax t*. It is very unlikely that the socially optimal level of externalities will be 

reached in a free market situation. (Ibid.) A principle of good environmentally taxation 

is to tax the behavior to be influenced as directly as possible, to increase the chance of 

actually influencing behavior (OECD, 2001). 

 

It is important when designing a tax to choose an appropriate point of taxation, where 

the external costs is internalized in the price. In general, environmentally related taxes 

are levied on one of the following: on the sale of final goods to consumers; on 

producers, in relation to their output; and on producers, either on measured or estimated 

emissions or on inputs in business activities. Taxes on products can be imposed per unit, 

or according to pollution characteristics. Consumption taxes make consumers face the 

price signal and therefore have incentives to change their consumption patterns. Taxes 

imposed on industry create incentives for industry to either abate damaging activity or 

to switch to cleaner inputs, products or production technology. Taxes can also be levied 

on resource use, which is the case in this study. (Ibid.) The fact that an environmental 

tax can have beneficial effects on a number of environmental problems should also be 
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taken into account when the rate of the tax is being set, and when cost effectiveness is 

being evaluated (EEA, 1996). 

 

4.5 Why Use Environmental Taxes? 

The market is giving incorrect price on the environment, and environmental taxes are 

one way to correct this distortion. The main economic reasons for using environmental 

taxes from an efficiency point of view are summarized in this section. 

 

4.5.1 Cost Efficiency 

Environmental taxes can be cost efficient in three different ways: First, an 

environmental command and control regulation usually expects all parties concerned to 

abate their polluting and damaging activity by the same extent, with no regard to their 

cost of doing so. Environmental taxes allow all parties to decide whether it is cheaper to 

reduce the activity or to pay the tax. In this way the tax provide incentives for efficient 

abatement measures across industry. Firms who face the highest costs for reducing 

damaging activity pay more of the tax and will not reduce their damaging activity much. 

Firms with lower reduction costs for reducing their damaging activity will reduce their 

damaging activity more and hence avoid the tax. Economic agents have the flexibility to 

either abate another unit, if the abatement cost is less than the tax, or pay the tax if the 

reduction cost is higher. The reduction costs with a tax will therefore be lower than with 

a regulation and the marginal abatement costs are equalized between firms. Economic 

instruments create incentives and flexibility that result in a least-cost pattern of 

abatement. (OECD, 2001) Second, when looking at the administrative costs of 

environmental regulations, they are in general lower for taxes than for other policy 

tools. Third, taxes raise revenues and in terms of economic welfare it is in general more 

costly with taxes on labor, capital and savings than on the environment. A shift of tax 

burden from these activities to environmental taxes can increase economic welfare and 

efficiency, this due to reduced incentives to work, save or invest due to tax. The only 

taxes that actually increase rather than decrease economic welfare are environmental 

taxes. Consequently environmental taxes could be used to replace revenue from other 

more costly taxes on labor and capital. Shifting taxes from labor and capital 

environmental damage is called ecological or green tax reforms. (EEA, 1996) 
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4.5.2 Encouraging Innovation 

New ways of meeting our needs can be encouraged by increasing prices on resources 

through environmental taxes. Such innovation can lead to new technologies, processes 

and products. Through raising the price of nature, environmental taxes can therefore 

help to move our economies towards a more efficient use of energy and resources. By 

using environmental taxes, such structural changes in production and consumption can 

be encouraged, especially if their price signals are gradual and predictable over the long 

planning periods required by industry. Any increase in environmental efficiency that 

environmental taxes encourages, also helps to implement the reduction of damage. 

Innovations that are encouraged by taxes can also help improve competitiveness. OECD 

considers these dynamic efficiency gains to be one of the main advantages of 

environmental taxes. (Ibid.) 

 

4.6 Barriers and Solutions for Implementation of Environmental Taxes 

Introducing environmental taxes can involve different problems, for instance it can 

affect competition and administrative costs. This section deals with the main barriers to 

environmental taxes. 

 

4.6.1 Competitiveness 

OECD reviewed the impact of previous environmental taxes and regulations on 

international competitiveness in 1996 and it was concluded that: “The trade and 

investment impacts which have been measured empirically are almost negligible”. 

However, most environmental taxes implemented so far have been relatively small and 

insignificant in relation to other regulations. If the increase in costs from the tax has to 

be absorbed by price increases, or by profit reductions, future increase in taxes may 

damage competitiveness. In highly competitive markets even small increases in costs 

can be damaging, particularly for specific sectors, firms or regions. Taxes on emissions 

will mainly affect the competitiveness of domestic companies, while taxes on products 

also may affect foreign producers, and therefore may conflict with the internal market of 

the EU or with the World Trade Organization rules. (EEA, 1996) 

 

The impact of taxes on competitiveness may also affect the environment. For instance, 

if the tax leads to relocation of production, it could move the environmental damage 

somewhere else. If the environmental effect from tax is purely local, then the country 
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levying the tax and possibly losing the business through relocation will experience an 

economic welfare gain and local environmental improvement and the country, which 

the activity is relocated to may experience environmental deterioration. If the 

environmental effect is global the reallocation of damaging activity from one country to 

another may imply that there is no environmental gain in the country where the tax is 

levied or even that the effect could be negative. The environmental effect should be 

negative if the foreign producers have a less regulated production, and hence has a more 

damaging activity. (Ibid.) 

 

Environmentally related taxes raise the marginal costs of production for producers, if 

producers do not relocate to countries without such taxes, the most polluting firms will 

lose market shares to less polluting firms. Governments sometimes give 

environmentally tax exemptions and rebates are offered and/or revenues recycled to 

industry to avoid the reduction in profitability of polluting industry and to prevent 

industry relocating. Exemptions and rebates from environmentally related taxation are 

only one form of response to the competitiveness issue, where the design of such 

measures has crucial impact on economic effectiveness. There are other policy options 

that also reduce the negative impact on industrial competitiveness, but they may retain 

more of the economic effectiveness of the tax. Such options are for instance temporary 

relief, the use of complementary instruments, border tax adjustments, and regional or 

international co-ordination of environmentally related taxation. Some industry sectors 

are strongly against environmentally related taxes on competitiveness grounds, and 

promote alternative policy instruments such as voluntary approaches. Border tax 

adjustments imply that environmental tariffs can be levied on imports and thereby 

neutralizing any competitiveness effect in the domestic market, while export rebates can 

ensure the domestic industries ability to compete abroad. However, calculating 

appropriate tariffs on imports, are difficult, and can be seen, rightly or wrongly, as 

protectionism. (OECD, 2001) 

 

4.6.2 Administrative Barriers 

Administrative costs depend on the design of the tax. Taxes with differentiated and 

complex provisions and rebates are often more costly to administer. Administrative 

efficiency like the ratio of tax revenue to administrative costs may not be appropriate for 

environmentally related taxes, if taxes are environmentally effective the revenues will 
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decline. By this measure, some of the most environmentally effective taxes have 

become less administratively efficient as they, in line with intentions, reduce the size of 

the tax base. Where it is possible to administer environmentally related taxes through 

existing structures, administrative costs can be minimized. No firm or general 

conclusion can be drawn on the cost of administering environmentally related taxes but 

this issue should be carefully assessed at the design stage of an environmentally related 

tax. To reduce administrative and compliance costs, environmentally related taxes 

should work with existing tax structures and administrative registers where it is 

possible. Taxes that are complex in their structure are likely to be more costly both to 

administer by the relevant government departments and, in terms of compliance and 

administration costs, for business. Taxes that are based on easy measure emissions, or 

that target a small number of taxpayers, often have the lowest administer costs. (OECD, 

2001) 

 

Administrative costs are only one factor determining the overall efficiency of an 

environmentally related tax, and the comparative efficiency of taxation compared to 

alternative policy instruments. Broad tax-bases are preferable as revenue raisers and for 

their high administrative efficiency, but there is still a case for using taxation as a 

mechanism to change behavior. It is important for environmental taxes to influence the 

behavior as directly as possible. In practice it can be costly and difficult to measure or 

estimate the damage, if there are several different economic agents; if the agents affect 

several different media, like polluted air, land and water environments; and if damage is 

generated by many, small, mobile sources. A proxy for pollution can then be used; for 

instance taxing vehicle emissions based on average fuel consumption, not measured 

emissions. (Ibid.) 

 

This chapter has presented theory about environmental taxes. The next chapter will 

from this theory analyze whether the tax on natural gravel and the tax on raw materials 

is economically efficient. 
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Chapter 5 

ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

This chapter will, from an economic efficiency point of view analyze how well the 

Swedish tax on natural gravel and the Danish tax on raw materials correspond to 

theoretically efficient taxation. Because the external effect is unknown it will not be 

evaluated if the taxes are social optimal. However, the analysis will evaluate if it is 

reasonable to suspect that the tax increase the social welfare. Further, the cost efficiency 

and the administrative efficiency of the taxes will be evaluated. 

 

5.1 Swedish Tax on Natural Gravel Compared with Theoretically Optimal Tax 

The negative external effects for extraction of natural gravel are the negative impact it 

has on groundwater and landscape. The purpose of the tax on natural gravel is to change 

behavior through price signals; therefore it is an incentive tax. It is difficult to find out 

how well the tax on natural gravel is a reflection of the price of the environmental 

damage the extraction causes, since it is difficult to estimate the economic value of the 

damage of the natural gravel extraction. However, the tax brings the social and private 

costs closer together, and internalizes some of the externalities into the price. The tax 

gives better price signals and reduces production to a level that should be more efficient 

for the society.  

 

The Swedish tax on natural gravel is cost efficient, given that the external effect is equal 

in the whole country, since it gives every producer the choice to either abate extraction, 

and avoid the tax, or keep the extraction level and pay the tax. If Swedish extractors 

have high costs of reducing production they can chose to stay at the same level of 

extraction and pay the tax of 10 SEK for every ton they extract. Other producers, with 

low abatement costs will probably reduce their quantity of natural gravel and substitute 

to crushed rock to avoid the tax. Because of this the efficiency of abatement is higher 

than with a regulation and the abatement cost is spread between producers in an 

economically efficient way. The tax will support those producers with lowest cost to 

change production and have the worst consequences for producers with high costs and 
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small possibilities to switch production to other materials. Kallax Betong & Grus is a 

local producer in Luleå that produces both natural gravel and crushed rock. According 

to Michael Lundsten (2003) from Kallax Betong & Grus, the natural gravel has become 

more expensive and they are producing more crushed rock and less natural gravel. Since 

they already produce crushed rock their abatement cost should be lower than for other 

producers that only work with natural gravel.  

 

However, the problem with scarcity of natural gravel is local and consequently the 

environmental improvements from the tax vary in different parts of the country. In some 

regions the scarcity of natural gravel is high and in other parts the reserve is large, 

therefore the external effects vary between different regions. Also the availability of 

substitutes like crushed rock has regional variations in the country. A higher 

consideration of regional differences could lead to economic improvements and the tax 

could better reflect the scarcity situation of natural gravel in Sweden and the 

externalities from extraction of the material. The regional differences are in some extent 

solved by the fact that the permission to quarry is given by the County Administrative 

Board that takes the regional situation in consideration (Finansdepartementet, 2003).  

 

According to Michael Lundsten (2003) it is getting harder for producers to get 

permission to quarry since the County Administrative Boards demands are higher, a 

producer with an existing quarry can renew its permission but to start a new is almost 

impossible. Lundsten is positive to the tax since it saves resources but understands the 

skepticism from and difficulties for extractors that have not got the same possibility to 

move extraction towards crushed rock. Considering the local situation could ease the 

situation of competition for local producers and increase the social welfare but it could 

increase the administrative costs, which reduces the social welfare. Administrative costs 

for the tax on natural gravel are estimated to be between 5-10 million SEK per year for 

the government and companies (Finansdepartementet, 2003). A simple tax base with no 

exemptions holds down the administrative cost for the natural gravel tax.  

 

One of the main advantages of environmental taxes is the dynamic effect. When the 

natural gravel tax was introduced it changed the conditions for production of natural 

gravel. The tax increases the extraction costs and encourages the industry to look for 

new products and processes to reduce their costs and consumers try to find other 
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materials to substitute to. For instance, recycled material, crushed rock and other stone 

materials can substitute natural gravel. As seen in chapter 3 both the use of crushed rock 

and recycled materials seem to have been increasing since the tax was introduced. The 

use of recycled material should be encouraged since it is good for the environment and 

increase environmental sustainability. 

 

The most natural gravel that is extracted by Kallax Betong & Grus is used in concrete. 

Unfortunately, there are some problems with using crushed rock in concrete production. 

The biggest problem with using crushed rock instead of natural gravel in concrete 

production is that the material is harsher to work with and that it is more difficult to 

make it fit to concrete production. Successful attempts to use rock have been made but 

the problem is that all rock is different from each other, in hardness, composition and 

tendency to split. Because of this the recipe for concrete has to be adjusted for every 

new type of rock and this is expensive in the starting period. (Michael Lundsten, 2003) 

However, increased research about how to use other materials instead of natural gravel 

should ease and increase the substitution to other materials. An environmental tax is 

likely to increase this type of research. 

 

The natural gravel tax raises revenues for the government and gives a second source of 

benefit from the tax that way. The revenue raised by the tax is a general income in the 

national budget and can be used to reduce other taxes or increase government 

expenditure by the same level as the tax revenues. The tax revenues has been relatively 

stable since the tax was introduced, in 2002 the revenues was 114 Million SEK (RSV 

Ludvika, Markus, Gränsmark, personal communication, 11th of December 2003). As 

said in chapter 4 the revenues from environmental taxes are inversely related to their 

environmental effectiveness. If the substitution away from natural gravel is high, the 

tax-base is reduced and consequently reduces the revenues. Since raising revenue is not 

the primary purpose of the natural gravel tax, this does not cause any problem with the 

tax. The tax gives a gain in efficiency since the revenues can for instance be used to 

reduce tax on labor.  

 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the Swedish tax on natural gravel is levied on extraction 

consumed in Sweden and on extraction for export but not on imports. This does not give 

any consideration to the situation of international competition for the Swedish producers 
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of natural gravel. Thus, their competitiveness against competitors from countries 

without tax on natural gravel should be worsened. This should not be of any greater risk 

for the domestic producers since the trade with the material is limited because of high 

transport costs. In addition, if production actually should move from Sweden to other 

countries it should probably increase the welfare in Sweden since the extraction of 

natural gravel is a local problem The Swedish consumers get material without any 

environmental damage in Sweden. Although the Swedish producers face more 

competition, which is negative for them, the design of the tax is still economically 

efficient for Sweden. If the damage from extraction of natural gravel had been a global 

problem the Swedish tax could have led to welfare losses for Sweden. This since not all 

countries that extract natural gravel have a similar tax and extraction in other countries 

could have given environmental problems in Sweden. 

 

The contractors Ulf and Jonas Häggberg from Häggbergs Åkeri in Idre thinks that the 

tax will lead to increased competition from Norway. From Idre it is only forty 

kilometers to the Norwegian border and Häggbergs says that gravel from Norway has 

already been imported for road construction before. Elisabeth Gammelsæter from the 

Norwegian Aggregates Producers Association (PGL) says that the Norwegian export of 

natural gravel is between eight or ten million ton per year but most of the Norwegian 

exports of natural gravel goes by sea to the continent. Gammelsæter does not think the 

Swedish tax will mean increased Norwegian export to Sweden. (Thorner, 2003) 

 

5.2 Danish Tax on Raw Materials Compared with Theoretically Optimal Tax 

Since the purpose of the Danish tax is to change production and consumption of raw 

material and increase the use of recycled material the incentive tax is preferred before 

fiscal environmental tax or cost-covering charges. The externality for extraction of 

Danish raw materials is the negative effect it has on landscape and ground water and 

that the reserve of resources decreases. To tell if the Danish tax is including the 

externalities in the price is difficult since the value of the environmental damage is not 

estimated.  The tax is at least including a part of the environmental costs from the 

extraction of raw material and it gives price signals of the scarcity of resources and the 

damage the extraction causes. The relative price is changed, social and private costs are 

brought closer together and the conditions for substitution should be better. 
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Incentives for efficient abatement across the industry have increased with the Danish tax 

on raw materials and given dynamic efficiency. The Danish producers of raw materials 

have the opportunity to abate their production to avoid the tax if their cost of doing this 

is lower than paying the tax at 5 DKK per m3 extracted. If the tax is lower than the cost 

of reduction producers can keep the same level of extraction and pay the tax. Because 

the abatement cost is spread between producers in an efficient way the tax on raw 

materials is cost efficient, a regulation would in comparison expect all producers 

concerned to abate their extraction of by the same extent, regardless of their abatement 

cost. The fact that the Danish tax on raw materials does not take regional differences in 

consideration is a weakness to the tax. By decreasing taxes in parts of Denmark where 

the externalities are higher and have a lower the tax in parts of the country where the 

external effect is lower, the cost efficiency could increase. 

 

The tax is levied on several raw materials that are substitutes to each other and the main 

substitute available is recycled material. In Sweden the tax is only levied on natural 

gravel and besides recycled material producers can also substitute to crushed rock and 

moraine. If the availability of raw material gravel differs in different part of Denmark, 

consequently does the external effects. One problem with taxing different materials as 

one is that it can give either to strong or to weak price signals for different materials. 

The scarcity and the negative impact on environment can differ between for instance 

gravel and limestone. The tax on 5 DKK per m3 may give the right price signals for one 

of the materials but may give to low or to high price signals for the other. This could 

lead to high or to low production level of the different types of materials, compared to 

what is optimally desired. 

 

Raise of revenues is a second source of benefit raised through the market mechanism 

from the Danish tax on raw materials. The revenue is a general income in the Danish 

national budget and since it is not the main objective for the tax it will not create any 

problem that the scale of revenues is inversely related to the environmental 

effectiveness of the tax.  If the tax is effective and reduces the use of raw material the 

revenues will decrease but this will only affect the contribution of revenues to the 

national budget and not how the tax fulfills its purpose. The fact that the tax is levied on 

a broad range of different raw materials gives it a large tax base that gives high 

revenues. The Danish tax system is simple and the administrative costs for the raw 
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material tax should, according to economic theory, be lower than what the cost would 

have been with a regulation.  

 

The Danish tax on raw materials is not levied on exports but on imports and extraction 

for domestic use. The fact that the Danish government tax imports give the Danish 

producers the same qualifications and chances to compete on the Danish market as 

foreign producers from countries without a similar tax. The tax exemptions for exports 

also grant Danish extractors of raw material the possibility to compete on international 

markets. Purely hypothetical this border tax adjustment could lead to a problem because 

Danish producers could extract high quantities of raw material for export to foreign 

consumers, without tax instead of for domestic use. This would lead to less quantity of 

raw material for the Danish consumers at the same time as the environmental damage in 

Denmark would increase, which would work against the intentions of the raw material 

tax. In the long run the fact that the material is leaving the country could be seen as a 

problem for the tax also because it gives less material to recycle when the material is not 

needed in its first aim of use any more. Since the Danish trade with raw material is 

limited and the environmental problem is local it is questionable if the tax on imports 

and the tax exemption for export is needed and if it socially optimal. Even if the border 

tax adjustment might be justifiable for political reasons there is no economic reasons for 

it. 

 

This chapter has analyzed if the existing taxes in Sweden and Denmark are economic 

efficient comparing them to theory about optimal taxation. In the next chapter the 

conclusions draw in this thesis will be summarized. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 

This study has shown that both the Swedish tax on natural gravel and the Danish tax on 

raw materials are changing behavior and increasing substitution to other materials. The 

taxes give incentives to look for new materials and production processes. The taxes also 

raise revenues for the governments, which mean that they can lower taxes on labor or 

capital. It is difficult to tell how much the taxes influence behavior but at least some of 

the externalities are included in the price and indicates the scarcity. Consequently, the 

overall welfare in Sweden and Denmark should be increased by the taxes. 

 

The Danish government is taxing both domestic use and imports but exports are 

exempted from the tax, while the Swedes tax imports, exports and domestic use. Since 

the environmental problems from extraction of the taxed materials are local and the 

trade is low, this border tax adjustment is questionable. The Swedish system could be 

considered to be more environmental and cost efficient. 

 

The Danish tax on raw materials is levied on several different materials. This can lead to 

wrong price signals for some of the materials and therefore it could be better to tax the 

different materials separately, even if it could lead to higher administrative costs. 

Administrative costs for the taxes are today low in both Sweden and Denmark. Since 

the occurrence of natural gravel and other taxed raw materials vary in different parts of 

the countries the efficiency from the taxes also vary in different regions. Consequently 

higher regional consideration for the taxes could increase the total efficiency but could 

also lead to higher administrative costs. 

 

For future research it could be interesting to look more at regional differences and if 

taking regional aspects in consideration when using environmental taxes raises the 

economic efficiency. Another subject that could be taken more interest in is what can be 

made to increase the use of recycled material instead of natural gravel and crushed rock 

in Sweden. 
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